
                The Octee 
  
How would you feel about becoming a professor in the Octee? You would be in high 
demand, as this new discovery (the Octee) has only just been tracked down! The 
Octee can be very hard to find, so if you’re interested I would allow a few months as 
the Octee can be found in all waters. Want to find out more? This report is full of all 
the fascinating facts you could ever need. 
 
This unique hybrid strikingly stands out to the naked eye with its unusual, matted fur, 
which creates an unmistakable appearance. Professor Fishinburg from the National 
University of Science explained “The Octees wool keeps it warm in the winter; this is 
very practical as it enables the octee to hunt for prey in all waters, which also 
improves how long they can live.” She also explained this striking feature does have 
one disadvantage though, which is that the wool makes the Octee not as streamlined 
when going through the water - this  is proven as studies have shown the octee 
would be up to 0.96 seconds faster in the water. Studies have also shown that the 
Octee’s fur takes in and captivates sound waves. A useful fact about the Octee is 
that females can way up to 100kg and males up to 70kg. As well as that the Octee 
can have up to eight babies (Lamtie). 
 
Food ,food ,food is sometimes all we think about isn’t it ? The unmissable Octee 
sometimes feels the same way. The Octee is a very picky eater, when it comes to 
food, small details are a must for example, when its comes to coral the tiniest bit of 
dead coral would not pass the octee regulations ; fresh healthy coral is the only coral 
that will pass. In addition to this, this creature also eats:lobster, seaweed and coral 
which are all full of nutrition. The Octees fur that enables it to hunt in all waters 
means that food for this species comes quite easily ; the only predators that can eat 
the Octee is a  great white shark. But due to its fur the Octee is able to stay out of its 
way. 
 
 

 
 
  

 


